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Fulltext word count: 8532

English Abstract:

The present invention provides a suture arrow device (10) for repairing tissue or attaching matter to tissue. The

suture arrow device (10) comprises at least two tissue arrows or implantation members (1, 2) connected by a

connecting member (3) which preferably is a suture thread. The invention further provides an insertion instrument

for installing the suture arrow device (10) into tissue. The suture arrow device (10) and the insertion instrument '

may be combined in an installation kit.

French Abstract:

La presente invention concerne un dispositif de souture sagitte (10) servant a reparer un tissu ou a fixer une matiere

a un tissu. Le dispositif de souture sagitte (10) comprend au moins deux fleches tissulaires ou elements

d'implantation (1, 2) relies par un element de raccord (3) qui est, de preference, un fil de suture. L'invention

concerne en outre un instrument d'insertion servant a mettre en place le dispositif de souture sagitte (10) a Tinterieur

du tissu. Le dispositif de souture sagitte (10) et Instrument d'insertion peuvent etre combines dans une trousse

d'installation.
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(54) Title: INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS FOR ALIGNING IMPLANTS FOR INSERTION

<CN]

<

&

©

(57) Abstract: An assembly (20) for aligning a prosthetic device for

insertion into an intervertebral space (5) is provided. The assembly in-

cludes an alignment instrument (22), a first clamp assembly (52) slid-

ably engaged with the alignment instrument, a second clamp assembly

(54) slidably engaged with the first clamp assembly, and an implanta-

tion device (24) slidably engaged with the second clamp assembly, the

implantation device being adapted to retain a prosthetic device thereon.
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15. The assembly of claim 14 wherein the means for aligning the alignment

instrument is a radiographic marker adapted to cooperate with a fluoroscopic

machine.

16. The assembly of claim 14 wherein the means for aligning the alignment

instrument is a bubble level device operatively connected to the alignment instrument.

17. The assembly of claim 12 wherein the first clamp assembly comprises a

connector, the connector being adapted to lock the first clamp assembly, thereby

restricting movement of the first clamp assembly along the alignment instrument.

1 8. The assembly of claim 12 wherein the second clamp assembly comprises a

connector, the connector being adapted to lock the second clamp assembly, thereby

restricting movement of the second clamp assembly along the first clamp assembly.

19. The assembly of claim 18 wherein the second clamp assembly comprises an

additional connector, the additional connector being adapted to lock the implantation

device, thereby restricting movement of the implantation device along the second

clamp assembly.

20. A method for aligning a prosthetic device for insertion into an intervertebral

space, comprising providing an alignment instrument having an anchoring device

extending therefrom, engaging the anchoring device with a vertebral body located

adjacent to the intervertebral space, aligning the alignment instrument relative to the

intervertebral space, driving the anchoring device into the vertebral body, and/

providing an implantation device adjacent to the alignment instrument via a clamp"

assembly operatively connected to the alignment instrument, the implantation device

holding the prosthetic device at a distal end thereof.

7/20/2007, EAST Version: 2.1.0.14
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2 1
.

The method ofclaim 20 wherein aligning the alignment instrument comprises

aligning a radiographic marker disposed within the alignment instrument via a

fluoroscopic machine.

22. The method of claim 20 wherein aligning the alignment instrument comprises

viewing a bubble level device operatively connected to the alignment instrument.

23. The method of claim 20 wherein the clamp assembly is operatively connected

to the alignment instrument via a second clamp assembly.

24. The method of claim 23 further comprising slidably adjusting the second

clamp assembly along the alignment instrument to position the prosthetic device

adjacent to the intervertebral space

25. The method of claim 24 further comprising locking the second clamp

assembly to the alignment instrument.

26. The method of claim 25 further comprising slidably adjusting the first clamp

assembly along the second clamp assembly to further position the prosthetic device

adjacent to the intervertebral space.

27. The method of claim 26 further comprising locking the first clamp assembly to

the second clamp assembly.

28. The method ofclaim 27 further comprising slidably adjusting the implantation

device along the first clamp assembly to further position the prosthetic device

adjacent to the intervertebral space.

29. The method of claim 28 further comprising locking the implantation device to

the first clamp assembly.
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English Abstract:

A surgical instrument assembly (10) includes an inserter instrument (20) and a driving instrument (1 1) to engage an

implant (120) to a bony structure in a patient. The inserter instrument (20) is positionable in a patient with the

implant (120) engaged thereto to position the implant (120) at an operative site in the patient. A driving instrument

(1 1) is engageable to the inserter instrument (20) to engage the implant (120) to bony structure at the operative site.

A template (150) is provided and engageable by the driving instrument (1 1) to facilitate preparation of the bony

structure to receive the implant (120).

French Abstract:

L'invention concerne un ensemble d'instruments chirurgicaux (10) comprenant un instrument porte-prothese (20) et

un instrument de mise en place (1 1) destine a la mise en place d'un implant (120) dans une structure osseuse d'un

patient. L'instrument porte-prothese (20) peut etre positionne dans un patient avec Timplant (120), de facon que

Timplant (120) soit situe dans site d'intervention dans le patient. L'instrument de mise en place (11) peut etre relie a

Tinstrument porte-prothese (20) de facon que Timplant (120) soit mis en place dans la structure osseuse situee au

niveau du site d'intervention. L'ensemble comprend egalement un gabarit (1 50) concu pour entrer en prise avec

Tinstrument de mise en place (1 1), destine a faciliter la preparation de la structure osseuse pour la reception de

Timplant (120).
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The set of endoscopic instruments comprises anchor element, bone plates, connecting element, screw driver

and holder of insertion sleeve and centering element
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Alerting Abstract DE Al

NOVELTY - The endoscopic set of insertion instruments incorporates at least one anchor element connected to a

bone-plate; at least one connecting element for joining at least two bone plates; a screw-driver; and elongated

holder (1) for the bone plate. The holder comprises an insertion-sleeve (18) and a centering element (19) separably

joined when screwed in by a coupling mechanism (25,27;33,34) on one end of an elongated sleeve forming the

centering element. The coupling mechanism is formed of a lock-in connection with at least one lug (34) as

protuberance.

USE - Set of endoscopic instruments for spinal column implant system .

ADVANTAGE - The number of parts in the set of instruments is reduced and the centering element more easily

handled.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS - The drawing shows a longitudinal section through a screw-in tool joined to a

holder when an anchor element is being screwed into a bone part.

1 Holder

18 Insertion sleeve

19 Centering element

25,27,33,34 Coupling mechanism
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(57) ABSTRACT

An endoscopic insertion apparatus for a spinal column
implant system is provided having a screwing-in tool and an

elongated holding device for holding a bone plate. The
implant system essentially comprises at least one anchoring

element, a bone plate connected to the anchoring element

and at least one connection element for connecting at least

two bone plates. The holding device comprises an insertion

sleeve and a centering element. The centering element and

the insertion sleeve can be connected to one another in a

screwing-in position by a coupling mechanism in the direc-

tion of a longitudinal axis of the holding device, and the

centering element and insertion sleeve can be separated from

one another in a centering position. The invention reduces

the number of parts used as compared to prior art insertion

apparatus and simplifies handling, particularly of the cen-

tering element, since the centering element is provided as

part of the holding device.

30 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets
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encounters the sleeve end 39. The exertion of pressure onto vertebrae 6 as desired. As soon as the desired distance has

the pressure edge 68 of the blocking slide 58 moves the been achieved, the socket wrench 3 is used to screw the other

blocking slide 58 transversely with respect to the longitu- clamp nut 73 firmly to the second vertebra plate 12 as well,

dinal axis of the screwing-in tool, and this means that the The two vertebrae 6 are now firmly connected to one another

screwing-in tool 2 can now be pushed further forward into 5 via the connection plate 81

.

the holding device 1. If an axial position as shown in FIG. To bring the hollow screws 5 into their final position, the

1 is reached, the pressure on the blocking slide 58 is reduced centering piece 19 must first be removed. For this, the guide
and the inner edge 66 of the blocking slide 58 slides forward s ieeve 18 is fitted over the centering piece 19 and latched to

into the annular groove 38. In this way, the grip unit 41 is
it> as described further above. The guide sleeve 18 and the

connected to one end of the guide sleeve 18 and is fixed in 10 centering piece 19 are thus connected to one another so as
the axial direction. While the screwing-in tool 2 was being not to rotate. An open-ended wrench (not shown) can be
inserted into the holding device 1, which already has the used to remove the holding device 1 from the hollow screw
hollow screw 5 screwed onto it, the hexagon 43 slid into the 5 by means of the removal hexagon 54 by turning the

inner hexagon 11 of the ball head 10 of the hollow screw 5. holding device 1 anticlockwise.

The preparations described above have now produced a 15
If (he tWQ cemermg picces 19 are removed from the

unit comprising the holding device 1, the screwing-in tool 2 hollow screws 5 in this way, the screwing-in tool 2 can be
and the hollow screw 5. The hollow screw 5 can now be engaged in the inner hexagon 11 of the ball head lO.of the
attached to a vertebra 6 and can be screwed into the vertebra hollow screw 5 again. The hollow screw 5 is now screwed
6 by turning the hand grip 52 of the screwing-in tool 2. For into the vertebra 6 until the spikes 14 penetrate the vertebra
this, the hand grip 52 has to be turned clockwise out of sight 20 6 and the verlebra plate 12 bears against the vertebra 6.

of the surgeon as indicated in FIG. 1 . The hollow screw 5 Tq t furthef fotation of^ y^bn ^ u rdalive
is now screwed into the vertebra 6 to an extent such that the

lQ ^ ^^ w a ^ ?9 ^ * ^ ^
spikes 14 have not yet penetrated the vertebra 6.

shaping {oq{ ?g Qf me clamp
y
screw key 4Jd 15 XKWed to

In a subsequent step, the guide sleeve 18 is separated from the vertebra plate 12. A clamp thread 80 of the clamp screw
the centering piece 19, specifically by withdrawing the 79 then engages in the holding thread 17 of the sleeve
screwing-in tool 2 from the holding device 1. To detach the section 15 of the vertebra plate 12. The two vertebrae 6 are
screwing-in tool 2 from the guide sleeve 18, the blocking nnauy fixed when the two hollow screws 5 are provided with
slide 58 must first be released from its locked position. This a ciamp screw 79 wh ich is tightened so firmly that relative

is done, in turn, by exerting pressure onto the pressure edge movement of the vertebra plate 12 and the ball head 10
68. The screwing-in tool 2 can now be withdrawn from the becomes impossible. The clamp screw key 4 can then be
guide sleeve 18 in the axial direction. During this removed from the patient's body again,

movement, the transitional region 48 slides on the unlocking What is claimed is:

surface 35 of the tool insert 42, which stretches the leaf 1 Endoscopic insertion apparatus for a spinal column
spring 31 radially outwards. This causes the latching lug 34 ^ imp iaDt system, said implant system having at least one
to move out from its latching position behind the latching anchoring element, a bone plate connected to the anchoring
edge 27 and release the latter, as shown in FIG. 3. The guide element, and at least one connection element for connecting
sleeve 18 and the centering piece 19 are now unlocked and at least two bone plates, said apparatus comprising:
can be separated from one another in the axial direction. The

a screwing-in tool- and
centering piece 19 remains on the hollow screw 5.

A - . in , . . , , 40 an elongated holding device for holding the bone plate,A further centering piece 19 is once again assembled
wherein*

using the withdrawn unit comprising the screwing-in tool 2 ^holding device comprises an insertion sleeve and a
and the guide sleeve 18 in the manner described, after it has

centerin element
been connected to a further hollow screw 5. Using the

4
r . * . . .

, . . . ,
, £ . - 4 . . „ e the centering element and the insertion sleeve are

procedure which is already known, the further hollow screw
A „ . ,f . ....

£ . j . ^ ' , ^ ... 45 connectable to one another in a screwing-in position
5 is screwed into an adjacent vertebra 6. The guide sleeve 18 , ,. . «.

r
c

. 4t_ , , -
J

, . . . *a • by a coupling mechanism in the direction of a
is then separated from the centering piece 19, in the manner

, , P tU . ,

.

, . , • j ' . longitudinal axis of the holding device,
which is already known, by withdrawing the screwing-m . . , , , . .

too j
2 centering element and the insertion sleeve are

separable from one another in a centering position,
The two centering pieces can now be used to thread a 50 lhe COUpling mechanism comprises a latch connection

connection plate 81 and thus place it into the connection having at ,easl one projecting latching lug and at

plate mounts 82 so as to connect the two hollow screws 5. least one projecting latching edge, and
Instead of a connection plate 81, two connection rods 83 can

said latching lug 5eing arranged on one of said center.

also be provided.
ing e iement or saij insertion sleeve and the latching

To fix the connection plate 81 or the connection rods 83 55 edge is arranged on the other of said centering
to the vertebra plates 12 of the hollow screws 5, a clamp nut element or said insertion sleeve.

73 is placed into the nut mount 72 of the socket wrench 3. 2. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 1,

The socket wrench 3 is now guided, together with the clamp wherein the centering element is formed by an elongated
nut 73, over the centering piece 19, and the internal thread sleeve, at one end of which there is a part of the coupling
of the clamp nut 73 is screwed onto the clamp screw thread 60 mechanism.
16 and firmly tightened. The socket wrench 3 is then 3. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 1,

withdrawn and fitted with another clamp nut 73. The socket wherein the latching lug is arranged resiliently on one of said
wrench 3 is inserted over the further centering piece 19 in a centering element or said insertion sleeve in a radial direc-

similar way and the clamp screw 73 is first screwed loosely tion in relation to the longitudinal axis of the holding device,

to the vertebra plate 12. 65 4, Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 1,

If appropriate, a traction apparatus (not shown) can be wherein the latching lug is arranged on a leaf spring, said

used at this stage to set the distance between the two leaf spring being arranged in the peripheral wall of the

7/20/2007, EAST Version: 2.1.0.14
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insertion sleeve, so as to point in the direction of the

longitudinal axis of the holding device.

5. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 4,

wherein the latch connection is operationally connected to a

release projection for releasing the latch connection. 5

6. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 5,

wherein:

the release projection is arranged on a surface of the leaf

spring which points in the direction of the longitudinal

axis, and i°

the release projection is provided with slide surfaces

which rise and fall in the axial direction.

7. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 1,

wherein the latching edge is formed by an annular projection

protruding in the radial direction on the centering element.
15

8. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 1,

wherein the centering element and the insertion sleeve are

connectable so as not to rotate.

9. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 1,

wherein: 20

the coupling mechanism comprises a positively locking

non-rotating connection between the centering element

and the insertion sleeve.

10. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 9,
2$

wherein:

the positively locking connection is formed by a polygo-

nal connection having an inner polygon and an outer

polygon, and

an axis of symmetry of the polygonal connection is 30

formed by the longitudinal axis of the holding device.

11. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 10,

wherein the polygonal connection is formed by a hexagonal

connection.

12. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 1, 35

wherein an end of the centering element bears a mounting

clement for the bone plate,

13. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 12,

wherein the mounting element is formed by a screw thread

which corresponds with a screw thread of the bone plate. 40

14. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 13,

wherein the screw thread of the mounting element is

designed as an external thread and the screw thread of the

bone plate is designed as an internal thread.

15. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 1, 45

wherein:

an end of the insertion sleeve is connectable to the

screwing-in tool in a screwing-in position, and

the insertion sleeve is separable from the screwing-in tool

in a separating position.
50

16. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 1,

wherein the screwing-in tool has a handle and a tool cle-

ment.

,616 Bl

14
17. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 16,

wherein the handle has a mount for the tool element and is

detachable from the tool element.

18. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 16,

wherein the handle is formed by a ratchet grip.

19. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 16,

wherein a part of the handle is connectable to the tool

element so as not to rotate.

20. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 16,

wherein the screwing-in tool is lockable to the holding

device in the axial direction by a locking device having at

least one resilient projection on the screwing-in tool and a

corresponding recess on the holding device,

21. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 16,

wherein an end of the tool element is provided with a

polygon which is insertable in a positively locking manner
into a tool mount of the anchoring element.

22. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 1,

wherein an end of the insertion sleeve is provided with a

polygonal screw drive.

23. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 22,

wherein the polygonal screw drive is a hexagon.

24. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 1,

wherein the insertion apparatus has an actuation member for

detaching the insertion sleeve from the centering element.

25. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 24,

wherein the actuation member is formed by a projection

which is arranged on the screwing-in tool and interacts with

a release projection on the holding device when the

screwing-in tool located in the holding device is withdrawn

from the holding device.

26. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 25,

wherein the actuation projection is formed by a section of

the screwing-in tool whose diameter is larger than adjacent

sections of the screwing-in tool.

27. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 1,

further comprising:

a clamp element guide tool having a first end which has

a mount for a clamp element, wherein the clamp

element is placeable symmetrically in said mount in a

positively locking manner.

28. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 27,

wherein:

the clamp element guide tool comprises a sleeve, and

the centering element is insertable into the clamp element

guide tool.

29. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 27,

wherein a second end of the clamp element guide tool is

provided with a handle.

30. Endoscopic insertion apparatus according to claim 1,

wherein the centering element has an axial stop for at least

one of the bone plate and the insertion sleeve.

* * * * *
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15 Claims. (CI, 128—92)

My invention relates to apparatus for fixing area, that Is, the head of the femur with part

reduced fractures of bones, and a new and Im- of the heck and the trochanteric section of the

proved method of fixing fractures of the neck shaft with part of the neck, which means is lo-

of the femur or upper human leg bone. cated internally of the bone, and which is so

6
The surgical neck of the femur being a rather constructed as to guarantee complete fixation 5

weak connection between the shaft of the femur and complete stabilization of the entire bone,

and the head portion thereof, which articulates More particularly it is a purpose of my Inven-

with the acetabulum forming the hip joint, is tion to provide a device for the Internal fixation

subject to frequent and dangerous strains and of the bones by the use of compression means,

10 shocks due to sudden falls or other sudden jerks which holds them in close unity and exerts pres- 10

to the hips. In elderly or bid persons such sud- sure on the fractured portions of the bone toward
den shocks or strains usually result in a frac- each other.
ture of the neck of the femur. This type of frac- My improved apparatus also includes means
ture has been treated by innumerable methods, to prevent rotation of the head of the femur

15 but the results are not uniformly successful and around its axis relative to the neck of the femur 15

are frequently very disappointing; The purpose to, prevent separation and shifting of the frag-

of all the methods of treatment is to get a union ments.
of the fractured bone as soon as possible. This It is a further purpose of my invention to pro-

Is only possible when both fracture sites are vide a device of the above mentioned character,

»0 brought into close contact with each other and which will 'permit of impaction of the bone after 20

held firmly for a certain length of time. The the compression means has been applied, and
proper union of the fractured bone also depends which will permit further adjustment thereof

largely upon the constitution of the patient, and so as to press both parts of the bone tightly to-

whether the bone, cells regenerate and form new gether after such impaction, and retain the same

25 bone tissue around the fractured area. The leg in such engagement for a sufiflcient length of 25

has to be kept from contracting, from inward time for a firm union of the parts to be accom-

and outward rotation, as well as adduction and .
pushed.

abduction and other dangerous movements, which One of the most ,
important features of the

usually cause complete dislocation and perma- invention is the provision of a combination an-

$0 nent deformity of the hip, resulting in what is choring device and coupling device and headed 30

known as a marked limb, etc. In order to im- member cooperating therewith so that the an-

mobilize both the hip and the leg, extensive plas- choring member and the headed member oper-

ter-of-Paris casts or splints or braces have been ate to firmly clamp the parts of the bone to-

applied in previously used methods, but with a gether, said anchoring member comprising a por-

85 small number of good results, the possibility of Hon having a coarse thread of steep pitch and 35

any satisfactory result at all depending largely a portion of smaller diameter than said coarsely

on the patient's condition. Treatment of such threaded portion, having a fine thread of rela-

a fracture has also been tried by open reduction, tively much smaller pitch, the coarsely, threaded

which, due to the large incision necessary and portion being so constructed that it serves as a

aq the cutting of such a large amount of muscular tap so as to provide a tapping anchoring means 4q

tissue, as well as the method of fixation used for threading into the bone that will be held

after exposure of the bone, proves to be such a firmly in place against axial movement after be-

great shock to the patient as to be unsatisfactory ing threaded into position. By using the fine

in most cases. thread of much less steep pitch than the tapping

45 It is a purpose of my invention to avoid the anchoring portion for connecting the headed 45

difficulties encountered by the previous methods, member with the anchoring member, said headed

of attempting to firmly stabilize a fractured bone member may be threaded on the anchoring mem-
of the above mentioned character, by accurate ber without tending to turn the tapping an-

mearis and facilities and to accomplish this with- . choring portion thereof in the thread formed

M put, the use of the extensive plaster-of-Paris thereby in the bOne, and thus the head of said 60

casts, and also without the necessity of a major headed member engaging the outer face of the

operation causing shock to the patient and neces- femur at the incision, will serve to draw this por-

sitatihg large incisions in the leg of the patient, tion of the femur toward the head thereof to

It is particularly a purpose of my invention cause a close engagement between the fractured

55 to provide means for immobilizing the fractured surfaces as said headed member is rotated by a 55
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suitable tool to screw the same down on the
anchoring member.

It Is a further purpose of my Invention to pro-
vide suitable means for preventing the turning

6 down of the headed member on the anchoring
member to too great a degree so as to cause a
turning of the anchoring tapping portion of the
anchoring member in the bone, and it is also a
purpose of my invention to provide suitable

10 means for limiting the turning of the anchoring
member during the tapping operation beyond the
point at which the thread has reached the extent
it has been previously determined is the most
desirable. This is determined by X-ray, and be-

16 fore the tapping is done an opening is drilled
that will be coaxial with the thread that is sub-
sequently tapped. The drilling means is also
provided with suitable means for limiting the
inward movement thereof, and my invention

20 also contemplates the provision of suitable means
for withdrawing the entire device, should the
bone in which the thread is tapped be found to
be of such a quality that the thread will not hold,
or to remove the anchoring member after it has

20 served its purpose, even though a break should
occur in the finely threaded portion thereof, or
in case such a break should occur in the finely
threaded portion thereof during the operation
of placing the same in position or during the
operation of tightening down the threaded mem-
ber thereon.
Other objects and advantages of my invention

will appear as the description of the drawings
proceeds. I desire to have it understood, how-
ever, that I do not intend to limit myself to the
particular details shown or described, except as
defined in the claims.
In the drawings:
Pig. 1 is a fragmentary sectional view through

the upper end portion of the femur and the
ilium, showing a fracture in the neck of the
femur and showing a fragmentary portion of the
flesh overlying the femur in section to indicate
the size of the incision necessary to carry out
my improved method of fixing the fracture, and
showing my Improved apparatus for fixing this
and other types of fractures in position.

Fig. 2 is a view partly in longitudinal section
and partly in elevation of my improved clamping
and compressing means.

Pig. 3 is a face view of the head portion of the
headed element of said clamping means.

Pig. 4 is an end view of the anchoring element
as viewed from the entering end thereof.

Pig. 5 is a side elevation of the drill and stop
means therefor used in carrying out my improved
method.

Pig. 6 is a view partly in elevation and partly

00 in section of the wrench used for tapping a thread
with the anchoring member and inserting the
anchoring member fn position in the bone, and
showing the stop element separate from the
wrench.

05 Pig. 1 is a view in side elevation showing the
wrench in engagement with the tapping anchor-
ing member In the relationship which the same
assume in the thread tapping operation of plac-
ing the anchoring member in position, and show-

70 ing the stop means In engagement with the
wrench.
Rg. 8 is a view similar to Fig. 6 of the tool of

the nature of a screw driver used for threading
the headed member on the anchoring member,

y0 and also for removing the headed member from

SO

S0

40

45

50

56

the anchoring member, showing the headed mem-
ber separated from said tool.

Pig. 9 is a view showing the screw driver-like
tool in elevation as viewed substantially at right
angles to Fig. 8, and showing the same in en- 5
gagement with the stop means on the anchoring
member for rendering the tool inoperative.

Pig. 10 is a fragmentary sectional view similar
to Pig. 1, showing the impacting member in op-
erative position and the hammer used in con- 10
Junction therewith.

Pig. 11 is a view partly in elevation and part-
ly, in longitudinal section of the apparatus for
removing a broken anchoring member from the
bone, and showing the elements thereof compris- 15
ing the removing tool and the coupling member
for engagement by said tool spaced from each
other and spaced from the broken anchoring
member with the parts in the relative position
they would assume Just prior to connection with 20
each other.

Pig. 12 is a view in side elevation of a remov-
ing tool for removing the clamping means as a
unit in case the anchoring member fails to hold,
and

25
Pig. 13 is an elevational view taken at right

angles to Pig. 12, showing the removing tool in
engagement with the head of the headed element
dlagrammatically, the headed element being
partly broken away. 30

Referring in detail to the drawings, my im-
proved apparatus comprises a clamping or com-
pressing device comprising a pair of elements,
which are screw-threadedly connected together.
One of said elements may be referred to as an 35
anchoring element 20. and the other as a headed
element 21. The anchoring element comprises
a combined anchoring and tap portion 22 and a
threaded stem portion 23, the threaded stem por-
tion 23 being of materially smaller diameter than 40
the tap or anchoring portion 22. The tap or an-
choring portion 22, as will be evident from Pig.
4, is made up of a plurality of spaced cutter
blades 24, which are spirally arranged and which
have a steep pitch, and which are also spaced 45
a substantial distance apart so that the same
will cut a' coarse thread of steep pitch.

In order to leave as much of the bone as pos-
sible the forward or entering faces of the cutter
blades 24 are only inclined relative to the axis r0
of the device as indicated at 25, while the rear
faces 26 of the cutter blades are substantially
perpendicular to said axis at all points, the
thread thus cut being a spiral that instead of
being V-shaped in cross section, as is the case r>">
with an ordinary screw thread, have a cross sec-
tion that Is substantially only half of a V, that
is, the rear face of the thread at any cross sec-
tion through the same is substantially perpen-
dicular to the axis of the thread, while the for- m
ward face is inclined in a similar manner to
that in which both of - the faces of a V-shaped
thread would be.

The angularity of the inclined face to the sub-
stantially perpendicular face is made as acute as 05
it can be so as to still have sufficient strength
in the metal of the tapping portion to prevent
breakage thereof. This leaves a maximum
thickness of the bone between each turn of the
thread cut in the bone and the next adjacent 70
turn. The entering end of the anchoring mem-
ber 20 is rounded, as at 27, to provide a reduced
cutting portion thereon gradually increasing in
diameter from slightly greater than the shank
portion 88 of the tap to the diameter of the cutter 75
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blades 24. Hie stem portion 23 Is also threaded,
and as shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 7, It will be noted
that this stem portion is materially longer than
the anchoring portion 22 that comprises the tap

8 or thread cutting portion. It will also be noted
that the stem portion 23 is screw threaded with
an ordinary screw thread that is of very slight

pitch and is a very fine thread providing a large
number of turns on the stem portion. The stem

10 portion at the end of the member 20 opposite
that provided with the tap portion 22, has a
polygonal axial projection or head 29 thereon,
which is smaller in diameter than the threaded
stem portion 28 and may be of any suitable

15 shape to engage with a suitable socket of similar

shape on a wrench member to be described be-
low, which is shown as being square.

Cooperating with the anchoring member 20 is

the headed member 21, which has a tubular

20 sleeve-like body portion, which is internally

threaded with a thread corresponding in size and
pitch to the thread provided on the stem 23, and
which has the head 30 thereon, which is pro-

vided with a transverse slot 31 therein on the

25 outer face thereof,, and which has a rounded top

face 32 and a curved wall portion 33 connecting
with the sleeve-like body portion of said mem-
ber 21 and a rounding peripheral edge 34 joining

the top face 32 and the curved portion 33 in a
30 smooth curve so that there are no sharp pro-

jections thereon. All edges are rounded even at

the points where the bottom of the slot 31 joins

the peripheral wall of the head, as shown at 36.

The corner 31 at the junction of the side wall of

36 the sleeve-like portion 21 and the end edge there-

of is also rounding, these edges being all rounded
to prevent all possibility of injury to the patient

in the use of the device. An opening 88 is pro-

vided in the headed member, running from the

40 internally threaded opening 89 in the sleeve-like

member to the slot 31 so as to provide a passage
between said threaded opening 89 and said

slot 31.

Referring now to Fig. 1, It will be noted that a
45 portion of the femur and ilium of the patient

having the fractured neck portion of the femur
is shown therein, and some of the surrounding
flesh and bone, more or less diagrammatically,
to indicate the manner hv. which my improved

50 apparatus is used and for the explanation of the

method of fixing the fracture devised by me.
In said figure the head of the femur is indicated

by the numeral CO, the socket portion of the ilium

in which the head 40 operates is Indicated at 01,

G5 and the broken neck portion is Indicated by the
numeral 02, the fractured faces of the bone or

sites of the fracture are indicated py the numerals
43 and*44, the tissue and flesh overlying the femur
at the point where the incision is made is in-

60 dicated diagrammatically at 49, and the incision

is shown at 48.

In carrying out the method the patient should
be placed on an operating table, a fracture table

of the Albey type being preferred. Both legs are

65 abducted as much as possible and thoroughly
inverted. Care has to be taken not to be guided
by toeing in of the feet alone, but the patella or

knee cap points markedly toward the inner side.

This places the neck of the femur in a sub-

70 stantially horizontal position, which is of great

value in maintaining directions in the subse-
quent steps of the method.
Inasmuch as^the entire procedure is more or

less blind working and is checked only by guid-

76 tag wires and X-ray pictures that are made for

3
this purpose, accuracy is highly essential to ob-
tain a neat and clean result.. The patient is

placed on an all aluminum spica box with a
curved

(
X-ray cassette holder incorporated in the

crotch post. The pelvic plate of the table above 5
referred to is lowered sufficiently to allow the
X-ray pictures to be taken, when the cassette
must be placed under the hip, without moving
the patient. The patient should not be moved
for any reason after the first X-ray and the 10
following X-ray pictures are taken. The lateral
pictures to obtain the horizontal angle of the
fractured heck of the femur and its position are
taken diagonally through the hip from above the
crest of the ilium toward the perineum. The 15
patient may have to be manipulated and the
fracture reduced to its normal position by
manipulation thereof during observation by
means of the fluoroscopy Either a local or
straight anaesthetic can be given. An incision SO
of from 2 to 3 inches is made taking the gluteal
ridge as a guide. Starting 1 inch below tins point
and *A inch from the anterior margin ' of the
femur a guide wire, known as a Kirchner wire,
is drilled into the femur in a direct transverse 29
plane toward the head of the femur, the length
of the wire being such that it extends well into
the head portion 40 and will project a substantial
distance outwardly from the exposed face 47 of
the femur at the incision 46, this wire being 30
indicated by the numeral 48.

Another wire 49 of substantially the same
length as the wire 48 is then drilled in a sub-
stantial^ parallel direction to the wire 48 at a
point about 1 inch below the first wire, these 85
wires 48 and 49 drilling their own openings in a
well known manner. The wires 48 and 49 are of
such length that they project about iy2 inches
outwardly beyond the exposed face of the bone.
A small marker may be attached to each wire to 40
identify the same in the X-rajr pictures, which
are taken subsequent to the insertion of these
wires. Anterior, posterior and lateral X-ray
pictures are now taken. Should the wires 48 and
48 be found to be in unsatisfactory places after 45
taking these X-ray pictures, new wires are used
and the others withdrawn. The wires 48 and 49
serve as line markers and guides and as pins for
temporarily fixing the head of the femur relative
to the shaft thereof so as to prevent turning of 50
the^head around on its own axis when the ap-
paratus for clamping the two parts of the frac-
tured neck of the femur is inserted. After the
exact angle of the neck and the exact location of
the fracture are determined from these X-ray 65
pictures, the length of the neck of the femur,
that is from about % inch inwardly from the
anterior face 36 of the head 40 to the outer iface
41 of the cortex, is then measured from these
pictures, the distortion being calculated care- 60
fully so that the exact length thereof is positively
determined. A chart of magnification is prefer-
ably used for this purpose. In this manner the
distance that the drill, which is to be used to
provide the opening for the clamping apparatus, 65
is to enter the bone can be positively determined,
so that the opening that is drlUed wiU enter
sufficiently into the head of the femur to firmly
anchor the apparatus in position, but will not
approach dangerously close to the anterior face 70
36 of said head portion.
For drilling this opening or passage the drill

50 is used. This drill is an ordinary metal drill,

such as is used for aluminum having a dove-tail
point 51. The drill preferably is of a size to drill 75
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a hole y4 inch in diameter and is provided with a
stop member, which is made up of a tapered
sleeve-like member 52, having a knurled flange
58 thereon, which member is slotted at a plu-

3 rality of points, as indicated at 50. and which is

externally threaded to be engaged by the internal
threads on the knurled nut 55,

It will be obvious that the stop member 52 can
be adjusted to any position on the drill 80 de-

10 sired, and the nut 55 screwed up toward the head
53 to firmly clamp the stop member 52 in ad-
justed position. The stop member 52 is placed
in a position on the drill 50 such that the hole
drilled thereby will be of a depth A of an inch

Iff greater than the distance from the outer face 07
of the femur at the incision to the extreme for-
ward end of the tap member 20 when in final
position in the bone.. This adjustment is made
in order that the anchoring screw or tap portion

fid) of the anchoring member 20 at its forward end
or entering end 2t will not be-mserted to the end
of the hole.

In drilling the main hole with the drill 50 the
drill is guided by the projecting wires 08 and 09,

26 and is directed toward the presumed location of
the head of the femur as determined from the
X-ray pictures. A drill with a dove-tailed center
point is preferably used to prevent splintering of
the bone. It may be either driven by hand or

SO electrically, the speed preferably being about 500
revolutions per minute. The drill is pulled out
gently as soon as the control stop reaches the
outer face of the bone 07.

The anchoring member 20. Is next inserted in
30 position. This is done by means of a wrench 58

having a cross piece 57 thereon serving as a han-
dle, the handle portion being preferably made of
round rod and has rounded ends, while the shank
portion of the wrench 53 is also made of round

CO rod or similar material and has a rounded end
at 58, and is gradually tapered at 59 to the diam-
eter of the reduced forward end portion 60 there-
of, which is provided with a socket 61 therein,
which has a polygonal bottom portion 62 corre-

45 sponding in shape to that of the head portion or
projection 29 on the anchor member 20.

The portion 60 of the shank of the wrench is

made of substantially the same diameter as the
drill 80 so as to be freely rotatable in the opening

50 drilled in the bone by means of the drill 50. The
control stop tf2, previously described, is again
utilized to limit the inward movement of the tap
and wrench at the desired point so that the stop
02 will engage the outer face 07 of the exposed

55 portion of the bone at the incision when the an-
choring member has reached the desired final
position therefor, this being determined by previ-
ous measurement, the stop being preferably set
on the reduced forward portion 60 of the shank of

60 the wrench in such a position that with the pro-
jection or head 29 seated in the polygonal bot-
tom 62 of the socket 61 the distance from the
forward face of the stop 82 to the extreme for-
ward or entering end of the tap member on the

65 anchoring member 20 will be slightly less, pref-
erably about A of an inch less, than the dis-
tance from the forward end of the drill to said
stop member 52.

The opening or passage drilled by the drill 50
70 is indicated by the numeral 63 in Pig. 1 and is of

uniform size throughout, except for the small
projection 00 formed at the forward end thereof
or inner end thereof by the dove-tall point 51
on the drill. In inserting the anchor member 20

75 In the bone the anchor member 20 is pushed into

the socket of the wrench and lodges itself in the
polygonal portion 62 thereof firmly. This makes
the anchor member and the socket wrench oper-
ate'substantially as a unit, which can be handled
readily with one hand. Care has to be taken to 5
start the anchoring member 20 straight into the
bone and it can be readily guided by the two guide
wires, or Kirchner wires 08 and 09, and the direc-
tion determined therefrom to maintain the cor-
rect angle for the location of the head of the 10
femur as determined from the X-ray pictures.
The cutting teeth 20 of the tap portion of the

anchoring member 20 will cut a thread in the
wall of the previously drilled passage 63 in the
bone, this thread being indicated by the numeral 15
65. The extent of the thread tapping operation
is determined by the position of the stop mem-
ber 52 and the position of the anchor member 20
is also determined thereby, as the.inward move-
ment of this member and the extent of the thread 20
cut thereby is limited by the engagement of the
stop member 52 with the exposed face 07 of the
bone. A screw threaded connection having thus
been established between the bone and the an-
choring member 20. the wrench can be readily >:>

removed by merely pulling outwardly thereon.
The headed member or cap member 2 1 is next

inserted. The external diameter of the tubular
sleeve-like portion of the member 21 is such that
it will readily pass through the opening or pas- 30
sage 63 made by the drill without any danger of
binding, and while the thread 65 extends over
the entire portion of the opening that has been
drilled in which the tubular portion of the mem-
ber 21 is located when in its final position, this 3.-,

is Immaterial as far as the operation of the ap-
paratus is concerned. The headed member 2 1 is

Inserted by hand first, making contact with the
first few turns of the threaded stem portion 23
of the member 20. This is done by hand so that 40
the operator can feel the engagement of the
threads to make sure that the internal thread on
the member 21 is engaging with the external
thread on the member 23.

A tool for turning the headed member 21, which 45
tool is shown in Figs. 8 and 9, is next utilized.
Said tool is provided with a shank portion 66,
which is substantially circular in cross section
and which has a handle portion 67 also made of
material substantially circular in cross section, 50
and the ends of the handle portion 67 and of the
shank portion 66 are preferably rounded in a
similar manner to that of the wrench 56. The
shank portion 66 is provided with flattened con-
verging faces 38 that form a substantially flat 5/5

narrow blade portion 69 similar to that of a screw
driver, from which a rounded projection 70 ex-
tends in a forward direction, the diameter of the
projection 70 being slightly less than that of the
opening 38 in the headed member 21, and the co
thickness and width of the blade portion 68 being
such as to nicely fit the slot 31 in the head 30.
The relative position of the member 21 and

the screw driver-like tool is shown in Fig. 8 just
prior to insertion of the tool into engagement c>
with the head of the member 21. With the for-
ward edge of the blade 68 seated' in the bottom
of the slot 31 and the projection 70 in the open-
ing 38 and extending into the passage of larger
diameter within the member 21 having the inter- 70
nal threads 39, the tool is in position for rotation
of the sleeve-like headed member 21, and the
length of the stem portion 23 and of the tubular
portion of the member 2 1 is preferably such that
the head SO will engage the outer surface 07 of 75
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the bone at the incision 06, considerably before
the internal thread on the member 2 1 reaches the
end of the external thread on the stem 28. Thus

.

the head 30 will exert a clamping action to draw
0 the surfaces or sites 43 and 46 toward each other

and substantially into engagement a considerable

period of time before the sleeve-like member 21

has been screwed down tight oh the member 23.

: Should an error be made in calculations and
10 should the person carrying out the method tight-

en the sleeve-like member down on the stem 23

until it reaches substantially the limit of rotation

. thereon, the actual reaching of this limit of rota-

tion is prevented due to the fact that the polygo-

15 nal projection 29 on the stem 23 will reach such
a position in the member 21 that it will engage
with the forward projection 70 on the tool to force

the same out of the slot 31, as shown in Fig. 9,

so as to disengage the blade 69 of the tool from
20 the slot 31 to warn the operator that further

rotation of the sleeve-like headed member 21

must not be attempted, as such further rotation

might cause the members 20 and 21 to turn to-

gether and the thread to be cut deeper than ln-

25 tended, possibly causing breakage of the mem-
ber 20 due to the fact that the tap-like portion

22 thereof will strike the end of the drilled open-
ing 63.

While it is possible that the two fractured sur-
30 faces 43 and 4fl can be drawn into such intimate

contact by means of the headed member 21 and
the anchoring member 20 that no further steps

may be necessary in the method of fixing the frac-

ture, preferably the bone is impacted in the man-
33 ner shown in Fig. 10. After the clamping mem-

ber is in position, as shown in Fig. 1, the wires
4f and 49 are withdrawn and the impactor 11

having a head portion 72 thereon, which is

adapted to be engaged by a hammer 13, and hav-
40 ing a socket 76, which is adapted to loosely re-

ceive the head 30 of the headed member 21, is

placed in the incision with the annular substan-
tially fiat face 75 thereon in engagement .with the
outer surface 07 of the bone, surrounding the

45 headed member 30, and the bone is impacted by
means of said impactor 71 and the hammer 73

to force the broken surfaces 03 and 46 into snug
engagement. After such impacting has been done
the internally screw-threaded headed member 2t

50 Is tightened up on the externally threaded mem-
ber 23 of the member 20, to take up the slack
thus created in the clamping means, until the
head 30 is again in firm engagement with the
outer surface 67 of the bone at the incision. This

r>j impacting and tightening up of the clamping
member may be repeated, should it be found
necessary.

This completes the operation and the clamping
means remains in position for the required length

no of time for the surfaces 63 and 44 of the bone to
knit together. The members 20 and 2 1 are made
out of stainless steel, and the screw driver-like
tool and the wrench can also be made out of
stainless steel if desired, although the thing of

05 greatest importance is that the clamping mem-
ber, which remains in the bone for a considerable
period of time, be made of such non-corrosive
material. When the two broken: portions of the
neck, of the femur have again firmly grown to-

70 gether the clamping means is removed by first

unscrewing the headed member 21, after which
the wrench 56 can be utilized to unscrew the
screw-threaded, member 20 from the screw-
threaded opening in the bone by reverse rotation

75 thereof, the screw thread being a right-handed

thread so that the rotation of the tool during
the thread tapping action of said member 28 is

in a clockwise direction, while during the removal
the rotation of the tool is in a counter-clockwise
direction. 5

It might sometime happen that during the re-

moval of the anchoring member 20 from the bone,
<or during the insertion thereof, breakage thereof
occurs in the relatively small finely threaded por-
tion 28, and in Fig. 11 such a broken member 20 10
is shown, together with the apparatus for remov-
ing the same from the bone, said means compris-
ing a sleeve 76 having a knurled flange 77 on
one end thereof , and having an internally screw-
threaded passage 78 extending entirely there- 15
through, said screw-threaded passage 78 being
of the same pitch and size as the thread on the
externally threaded stem portion 28 of the mem-
ber 20, and a wrench-like member 70 having a
transversely extending handle member 80 and 20
an externally screw-threaded elongated shank
portion 01 cooperates witl\ the sleeve-like mem-
ber 76 to remove the member \20 from the bone.
The sleeve-like member 16 is\turaed down on

the externally threaded portion 28 of the mem- 25
ber 20 until it

v reaches the end of 'the thread on
said externally threaded portion 23, which makes
the sleeve-like member 76 substantially a unit
with the member 20. The member 79 is then
screwed down through the internally threaded 30
portion 78 of the sleeve-like member 76 until it

engages with the broken end 02 of the member
20, thus further exerting a clamping action to
secure the members 79, 76 and 20 together. The
member 20 can then be rotated in a direction to 85
screw the same out of the bone by means of the
handle 80 on the wrench-like member 76.

. Sometimes the bone Is of such a quality that
a thread tapped therein will not hold the anchor-

B

ing member in fixed position and when this is 40
the case the only thing that can be done is to

remove the entire device comprising the anchor-
ing member 20 and the sleeve-like member 21.

An extracting tool for this purpose Is shown,
which has a shank 83, which is provided with 45
converging faces 84 and 85 to provide a wide end .

thereon, which is bifurcated to provide a pair of

curved hooks 86 with a slot 87 therebetween of
sufficient size to receive the tubular body portion
of the member 21 with the head 30 seated on 50
the concave side of the curved portions 86. This
is shown In Fig. 13. The curved hook-like mem-
bers can be inserted under the head 90 by un-
screwing the sleeve-like member 21 sufficiently

that such insertion can be made between the 55
outer face of the bone and the head 30 and the
entire clamping means comprising the members
20 and 21 can be withdrawn by an outward pull

on the .extracting tool by means of the cross

handle 88. 60
What I claim is:

—

1, An apparatus of the character described

comprising an elongated member having an elon-

gated thread tapping holding portion of substan-

tially uniform diameter from end to end and 65

a reduced threaded portion thereon and a tubu-
lar, headed member having a threaded portion

adapted to engage the threaded portion of said

elongated member. /

2. An apparatus of the character described 70

comprising an elongated member having a
thread tapping holding portion, a reduced
threaded portion extending endwise from one
end of said thread tapping holding portion and
wrench receiving means formed on the end 15
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thereof and a tubular, headed member having
a threaded portion adapted to engage the thread-
ed portion of said elongated member and receive
said wrench receiving means therein.

6 3. An apparatus of the character described
comprising an elongated member having a thread
tapping holding portion and a reduced threaded
portion and a tubular, headed member having
a threaded portion adapted to engage the

10 threaded portion of said elongated member, and
having a transverse groove in the head thereof
intersecting the passage in said tubular member.

4. An apparatus of the character described
comprising an elongated member having a thread

lfi tapping holding portion, a reduced threaded por-
tion and wrench receiving means thereon and
a tubular, headed member having a threaded
portion adapted to engage the threaded portion
of said elongated member, and having a trans-w verse groove in the head thereof intersecting the
passage in said tubular member.

5. Means for clamping the broken surfaces of
a bone in intimate contact .comprising a member
having means thereon for anchoring itself

89 against longitudinal movement in said bone at
one side of the break therein and a headed
member mounted for longitudinal movement in
an opening in said bone on the other side of
said break with the head thereon outermost and

w> engaging the outer surface of said bone, said
members being telescopically related and having
cooperating threaded means thereon adapted to
draw said members together.

6. An apparatus of the character described
«> comprising an anchoring member having a tap

portion provided with a plurality of spirally ar-
ranged cutter blades each having an inclined
forward face and a rear face substantially per-

M pendicular to the axis of said tap portion, saidw tap portion being of greater diameter than any
other portion of said anchoring member, a
threaded stem portion of smaller diameter than
said tap portion and a polygonal formation on
said stem portion adapted to be engaged by a
wrench.

7. An apparatus of the character described
comprising an anchoring member having a tap
portion provided with a pluraUty of spirally ar-

^ ranged cutter blades each having an inclined
forward face and a rear face substantially per-
pendicular to the axis of said tap portion, said
blades being widely spaced axially of said tap
portion and being of steep pitch, said tap por-

w tion being of greater diameter than any other
portion of said anchoring member, a threaded
stem portion of smaller diameter than said tap
portion, the thread on said Stem portion being
much finer and of much less pitch than the
thread formed by said tap portion and a polyg-
onal formation oh said stem portion adapted to
be engaged by a wrench.

8. An apparatus of the character described
comprising an anchoring member having a tap

08 portion provided with a pluraUty of spirally ar-
ranged cutter blades each having an inclined
forward face and a rear face substantially per-
pendicular to. the axis of said tap portion, a
threaded stem portion of smaller diameter than

70 flatt tap portion and a polygonal formation on
said stem portion adapted to be engaged by a
wrench, and an Internally threaded sleeve-like
member having an axial opening through the
same from end to end, and having a head on

70 one end thereof, the internally threaded portion

2,121,193

of said sleeve-like member engaging the thread-
ed stem portion on said anchoring member.

9. An apparatus of the character described
comprising an anchoring member having a tap
portion provided with a plurality of spirally ar- 5
ranged cutter blades each having an inclined
forward face and a rear face substantially per-
pendicular to said axis of said tap portion, said
blades being widely spaced axially of said tap
portion and being of steep pitch, a threaded stem 10
portion of smaller diameter than said tap por-
tion, the thread on said stem portion being much
finer and of much less pitch than the thread
formed by said tap portion and a polygonal
formation on said stem portion adapted to be en- 15
gaged by a wrench, and an internally threaded
sleeve-like member having an axial opening
through the same from end to end, and having
a head on one end thereof, the internally thread-
ed portion of said sleeve-like member engaging 20
the threaded stem portion on said anchoring
member, said head having a transverse groove
therein intersecting the axial passage in said
sleeve-like member.

10. Apparatus for clamping two portions of a 25
fractured bone together comprising an anchor-
ing member having a tap portion, a threaded
stem portion of smaller diameter than said tap
portion and a polygonal formation on said stem
portion, and a wrench engaging said polygonal 30
formation, said wrench having an elongated
tubular shank portion of substantially uniform
diameter smaller than said tap portion embrac-
ing said threaded portion and a stop member
of larger diameter than said tap portion adjust- 36
able on said shank portion to limit the forward
movement of said tap portion in the bone.

11. An apparatus of the character described
comprising an anchoring member having a
coarsely threaded portion of steep pitch adapted 40
to tap its own thread in a bone, a finely threaded
stem portion of smaller diameter than said
coarsely threaded portion, and a polygonal end
portion of smaller diameter than said finely
threaded.portion, and a sleeve-like headed mem- 45
ber having an axial passage therethrough
threaded to receive said stem portion, said head
having a tool receiving slot therein, said stem
portion being of such length relative to said
sleeve-like member that said polygonal end will qq
reach said slot before said sleeve-like member
has been screwed onto said stem to the limit of
the thread thereon.

f2. An apparatus of the character described
comprising an anchoring member having a 65
coarsely threaded portion of steep pitch adapt-
ed to tap its own thread in a bone, a finely
threaded stem portion of smaller diameter than
said coarsely threaded portion, and a polygonal
end portion of smaller diameter than said finely 60
threaded portion, a sleeve-like headed member
having an axial passage therethrough threaded
to receive said stem portion, said head having
a tool receiving slot therein, and a tool having
a fiat, narrow blade adapted to engage said slot 05
to turn said sleeve-like member and provided
with a central forward projection, entering the
axial passage in said sleeve-like member, said
stem portion being of such length relative to
said sleeve-like member that said polygonal end 70
will engage said projection to disengage said
blade from said slot before said sleeve-like mem-
ber has been screwed onto said stem to the limit
of the thread thereon.

13. The method of clamping together the frac- 75
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tured faces of a bone of such character as to be
capable of holding a threaded member therein,
comprising making a small incision adjacent a
readily accessible portion of the bone on one side

5 of the fracture, aligning the fractured portions of
the bone, inserting a pair of members through
said portion of the bone across said fracture
and into the portion of the bone on the other
side of said fracture to hold said portions of the

10 bone against relative rotation, driMng a hole
from said incision into said bone across and a
substantial distance beyond said fracture, in-
serting a self-tapping anchoring member into
said opening to screw-threadedly anchor said

15 member in the portion of the bone remote from
said incision, said member being adapted to have
screw-threaded engagement with a headed mem-
ber, inserting a headed member into said open-
ing and threading the same onto said anchoring

20 member to draw said head down on the outer
surface of said bone at said incision • and draw
the fractured surfaces of the bone toward each
other.

14. The method of clamping together the frac-
25 tured faces of a bone of such character as to be

capable of holding a threaded member therein,
comprising making a small Incision adjacent a
readily accessible portion of the bone on one
side of the fracture, aligning the fractured por-

30 tions of the bone, Inserting a pair of members

through said portion of the bone across said frac-
ture and into the portion of the bone on the
other side of said fracture to hold said portions
of the bone against relative rotation, drilling a
hole from said incision into said bone across 5
and a substantial distance beyond said fracture.
Inserting a self-tapping anchoring member Into
.said opening to screw-threadedly anchor -said
member in the portion of the bone remote from
said Incision, said member being adapted to have 10
screw-threaded engagement with a headed mem-
ber, inserting a headed member into said open-
ing and threading the same onto said anchoring
member to draw said head down on the outer
surface of said bone at said incision and draw 15
the fractured surfaces of the bone toward each
other, impacting said bone at said incision around
said head, and screwing said headed member
further onto said anchoring member to draw up
the slack after impaction of said bone. 20

15. An apparatus of. the character described
comprising an elongated member having a thread
tapping holding portion and a threaded portion
thereon and a tubular, headed member having
an elongated tubular threaded shank portion of 25
smaller external diameter than said thread tap-
ping holding portion adapted to engage the
threaded portion of said elongated member.

PAUL GtJSTAV ERICH HANICKE. 30
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[57] ABSTRACT

An interbody fusion cage has an externally threaded stem

projecting from a domed outer end. A contoured plate is

provided with an aperture receivable on the stem. The stem

threads receive a nut to fix the plate to the cage. Bone screws

anchor the plate to vertebral bodies. A hemispherical surface

on the plate and surrounding the stem-receiving aperture and

bearing on the dome, accommodates universal angulation of

the plate relative to the cage. In addition to a cage installa-

tion tool, there is a plate installation tool assembly including

a cage installer, a plate holder, a nut holder and cage adjuster,

a nut driver, and a plate holding prong controller.
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3 4
15), one on each side of the plate 11 and integral with the arrangement may accommodate an angulation, as shown at

plate, to permit pivoting of the plate from the inline position A in FIG. 13, of as much as 10 degrees, for example.

*h0*° j" NOS- " fd 12
. <° the transverse position shown FIG. 13, which is a section through the plate and nut

in FIGS. 1, 2 and 7 through 9
;
The diameter of the plate assembly similar t0 p,G . 8Abut taken at line 13_13 in FIG .

holder steps down at shoulder 31D from a maximum diam- s i amJ ,he s,6m showin shows ^ ^ 21 also
eter to a cylindrical surface 31C and then a conical surface . c ,1c

e
. * *L

l1r t „ . , , , , ~, ,, ~ 1¥I ^ has a concave seating face 21S which seats on the convex
31L to the diameter extending out to the T-handle 31H. The c . .? r „ . ...

u«;™ oi^n«,i ti c ~- i„ (
face 11X on the outside face of the wall whose inside seating

plate holder, being slotted at 31S is made so that the prongs c ~~ 4 . , ~~ c 4|_ . 4
e

5fi *™ «™,«n., „® „j _ ni t
. . M- . „ /cir. q\ face 23 engages the dome 22 of the cage. Thus, the nut can

38 are normally spread as at the dotted lines 38S(HG. 8) for s t ^ *-u- e *u i* lL ,

1 f*u • >ii *u i ui • *• f accommodate the tilting of the plate while the nut remains
clearance or the pins 41 on the plate to enable insertion ol in , Ctr . , ^ . f « r fiL
«u i * • * .u il u tl *u u j . « securely on the axis of the stud. The outer face 21F of the nut
the plate into the holder. Then the pins can be received in the

;
, f Tt4 , . r .

u i io • .u u .u . i a c.u i u is convex to facilitate capture in the concave surface of the
holes 39 in the prongs when the distal end of the plate holder . , , „ c 4 . *, , . . . . ,.

»
r

. . . . . ..
, ,. rr-. distal end wall of the nut driver 33S immediately adjacent

and prongs are constricted to the solid line illustration. This , e . „n . A4 , ,

7 J
.... < , . . t. o each of the prongs 33P to better accommodate the prongs in

is done by moving the constrictor tube 32 in the direction of
4 , ,

. "l. 7. 4 . 4
. . 4

. .

1 6
A~ 1 » .u 1 . u u u .u toe notches 24 of the nut when tightening it.

arrow 42, relative to the plate holder 31, whereupon the
15

6 B

distal edge 32D of the constrictor tube operates on the
Procedure

conical surface 31L of the plate holder to drive the prongs

38 toward each other and thereby receive the pivot pins 41 Following the usual preparation of the patient for anterior

of the plate in prong holes 39. Then the plate 11 can be lateral approach to the operation field, and where the pro-

pivoted to the inline introduction position on the plate holder
2Q

cedure is to use an endoscopic approach, three or four small

wherein the longitudinal axis 11L (FIGS. 11 and 15) of the access openings arc provided in the patient. A surgical portal

plate is colinear with the longitudinal axis of the plate holder 36 is located in one of the openings for introduction of the

31. Knob 43 which is longitudinally confined on the con- instruments for preparing the site for introduction of a cage,

strictor tube 32, but rotatable thereon, is internally threaded followed by introduction of the cage itself, The cage may be

for reception on an externally threaded portion 31E of the
25

mounted to the tool 51 (FIG. 10) in which the domed end 22

plate holder to facilitate the relative movement lengthwise of the cage is received in the distal end of portion 52 of the

between the constrictor tube 32 and the plate holder in the installation tool with the tabs 53 of the tool portion 52

direction of the arrow 42, from an original position shown received in the notches 28 of the cage, and an internally

by the dotted outline 43S to the solid line position shown in threaded distal end of the central shaft 54 in the tool

FIGS. 7,8 and 9 to close the prongs onto the pivot pins 41 30
tbrcadedly engaged with the cage stem thread 26. The

of the plate 11. central shaft is rotatable by the knob 55 at the upper end of

The nut driver 33 is slidably received inside the tube of the shaft 54, whereby the cage can be pulled snug against the

the plate holder 31 and has two or four circularly spaced distal end of the tool portion 52. For installation in the

prongs 33P receivable in the axially extending tool receiver intervertebral space, the cage is guided through the portal

notches 24 of the nut 21 which is shown received in those 35 (36 in FIG. 11) and installed in the space in the usual

prongs. These enable the use of the T-handle 33H on the nut manner, using the handle 56 to turn the cage into the space,

driver to drive the nut onto the threaded post 19 of the cage. Once the observer is satisfied that the cage has been installed

The adjuster 34 has an L-shaped handle 34H at the properly, the knob 55 can be turned while the handle 56 is

proximal end. It has a distal end portion 34E (FIG. 8A) of held stationary, to unscrew the shaft from the cage end stem,

hexagonal cross-section sized for reception in the tool 40 Then the installation tool 51 can be removed from the domed

receiver hole 27 of the cage. It has an external thread 34T on cnd of lhe ca8e and withdrawn from the portal,

which the nut 21 is temporarily mounted as shown by the With the cage in place, the tool assembly according to the

solid lines in FIGS. 7,8 and 9, and dotted in FIG. 8A. Thread present invention, is prepared for introduction through the

34T is of exactly the same diameter and pitch as the thread portal. The adjuster shaft 34 is inserted through the proximal

26 on the cage stem 19. When the hexagonal tool end portion 45 end of the nut driver 33, The nut 21 is screwed onto the

34E is received in the mating hexagonal hole 27 of the cage, thread 34T on shaft 34 at the proximal end of the hexagonal

the thread 34T on the adjuster is precisely aligned with the distal end portion 34E of the shaft 34. This assembly is

thread on cage stem 19, so that the nut 21 can be advanced, inserted into the proximal end of the plate holder/constrictor

when desired, from the thread on the adjuster 34 onto the tube assembly. The outer constrictor tube 32 is retracted on

stem 19 to fasten the plate to the cage. 50 the plate holder tube 31 to a point near the handle 31H. As

An important feature of the invention is that the plate have this is done, the prongs 38 expand to the dotted line position

omni-directional angulation with respect to the cage. For 38S and the plate 11 is installed between the prongs 38 and

this purpose, the outer end of the cage is domed at 22 and lhe pivo1 pins 41 on the plate are aligned with the apertures

the inner face of the plate is shaped to fit the dome but permit 39 in the prongs 38. Then the constrictor tube 32 is advanced

tilt from the cage axis to the extent needed to facilitate 55 in the direction of arrow 42 by turning the knob 43 on the

attachment to the vertebral bodies. The wings of the plate arc tube, thus camming the prongs 38 to the closed position

contoured at 11C in a curve about axes perpendicular to a shown in FIGS. 7 through 9, 11 and 12.

plane containing the longitudinal axis ilL of the plate and After installation of the plate 11 on the plate holder 31, the

the axis of the center aperture 11A of the plate. The spherical plate is pivoted on prongs 38 to the inline position shown in

radius of the internal seating face 23 of the plate may be 60 FIGS. 11 and 12 where the longitudinal axis of the plate is

slightly less than the spherical radius of the dome face 22 of colinear with the longitudinal axis of the plate holder. Then
the cage. The central stem-receiving aperture 11A of the it is introduced through the portal 36 into the operation field,

plate may be sufficiently larger than the outer diameter of the Then, by the use of forceps or other appropriate manipula-

stem threads 26 to accommodate the slight off-axis move- tors introduced through one of the other openings in the

ment of the plate relative to the cage when a nonperpen- 65 body, the plate is pivoted in the direction of arrow IIP in

dicular attitude of the plate relative to the cage axis is needed FIG. 12 to a position where its longitudinal axis is approxi-

such as shown, for example, in FIGS. 13 and 17. The mately perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the cage.
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10. The assembly of claim 7 and wherein:

said inter-cngaging bearing surfaces of the nut and plate

include a concave spherical surface on said nut.

11. The assembly of claim 10 and wherein:

said inter-engaging bearing surfaces of the nut and plate

include a convex spherical surface on the plate.

12. The assembly of claim 11 and wherein:

the fusion device includes a generally cylindrical cage

having an apertured wall and an external thread.

13. The assembly of claim 1 and wherein:

the device has a domed portion at the outer end serving as

one of said bearing surfaces; and

the plate has the other of said bearing surfaces engaging

the domed portion of the fusion device.

14. The assembly of claim 13 and wherein:

the domed portion of the device engaged by the bearing

surface of the plate is spherical.

15. The assembly of claim 14 and wherein:

the bearing surface of the plate is spherical.

16. The assembly of claim 13 and wherein:

the plate is elongate, has a longitudinal axis, and has an

aperture therein with an aperture axis perpendicular to

the longitudinal axis, and has two wings extending out

from the said aperture, the wings having inner bearing

surfaces for engaging curved exterior surfaces of ver-

tebral bodies, the inner bearing surfaces being con-

toured for mating with contours of vertebral bodies.

17. The assembly of claim 16 and wherein:

the contoured inner bearing surfaces are curved about

axes perpendicular to a plane containing the longitu-

dinal axis of the plate and containing the axis of the

aperture.

18. The assembly of claim 16 and wherein:

the contoured inner bearing surfaces are curved about

axes perpendicular to a plane containing the longitu-

dinal axis of the plate and the longitudinal axis of the

device.

19. In a subject having a spine including at least two

vertebral bodies, a method of interconnection of bone
anchorage, an interbody fusion device and a plate, the

method comprising the steps of:

introducing into the intervertebral space between two

vertebral bodies, a fusion device adapted to be

implanted in the intervertebral disc space between the

two vertebral bodies in the spine and to accommodate
fusion in the disc space;

receiving through an aperture in the plate, a stem fixed to

the fusion device;

mounting the plate on the fusion device and seating the

plate with convex surfaces of the plate positioned in

concave surfaces on the vertebral bodies;

applying plate anchors to the vertebral bodies and the

tightening the anchors to the plate and the vertebral

bodies;

applying a fastener to the stem and engaging the plate; and

tightening the fastener on the stem and plate and thereby

fastening the plate to the fusion device.

20. The method of claim 19 and further comprising the

steps of:

attaching the plate to the vertebral bodies with bone

screws, and tightening the bone screws thereby anchor-

ing the plate to the vertebral bodies.

21. The method of claim 20 and further comprising the

step of:

10

15

20

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

adjusting the plate to the fusion device before tightening

the bone screws.

22. The method of claim 19 and further comprising the

steps of:

providing contact of a part-spherical seat on the fusion

device with a part-spherical seat on the plate when the

fastener is tightened on the stem and the plate.

23. The method of claim 19 and further comprising the

steps of:

universally swiveling the plate on the fusion device before

tightening the fastener on the stem and plate.

24. The method of claim 23 and wherein the swiveling

step includes:

orienting the plate such that a longitudinal axis of the plate

is at an angle between zero and ten degrees from a

plane perpendicular to a longitudinal axis of the fusion

device.

25. The method of claim 23 and further comprising the

steps of:

providing contact of a part-spherical seat on the fusion

device with a part-spherical seat on the plate when the

fastener is tightened on the stem and the plate.

26. The method of claim 19 and further comprising the

steps of:

before mounting the plate on the fusion device;

installing a nut driver onto an adjustment shaft;

threading a nut onto a distal end portion of the adjustment

shaft;

installing the adjustment shaft with nut driver thereon into

a plate holder and constrictor assembly;

spreading prongs at a distal end of the plate holder, and

pivotally mounting the plate to the plate holder;

pivoting the plate on the plate holder to orient the plate

inline with a longitudinal axis of the plate holder;

introducing the assembly of plate, plate holder, nut driver

and adjusting shaft toward the fusion device;

pivoting the plate from the inline attitude to a transverse

attitude relative to the plate holder as the plate is

advanced to position against one of the vertebral bod-

ies;

installing the device stem receiving aperture of the plate

onto a stem of the fusion device;

fastening the plate to each of the vertebral bodies;

advancing the nut from the adjuster shaft onto the stem of

the fusion device; and

tightening the nut on the stem and thereby securing the

plate on the fusion device.

27. The method of claim 26 and further comprising the

steps of:

prior to fastening the plate to the vertebral bodies,

using the adjuster shaft to move the fusion device in the

intervertebral space and relative to the vertebral bodies

in the direction of the axis of the fusion device to any

extent necessary to establish sliding swivel contact

between an outer end of the fusion device and an inner

bearing face of the plate.

28. An interbody fusion assembly comprising:

an interbody fusion device having an inner end and an

outer end and configured to be received in the inter-

vertebral disc space between two vertebral bodies of a

human spine;

an attachment device which has first and second ends and

has first and second sites, respectively, thereon adjacent
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said ends, for attachment respectively to a first and

second ones of the two vertebral bodies;

the attachement device and fusion device having inter-

engaging bearing surfaces shaped for cooperating and

accommodating various degrees of angulation between 5

the attachment device and the fusion device, said

bearing surface of the attachment device being located

between the sites for attachment to vertebral bodies;

and

fasteners on said devices for fixing said attachment device
10

and said fusion device together in a selected degree of

angulation.

29. The assembly of claim 28 and wherein:

the bearing surfaces include a curved concave bearing

surface on one of said device.

30. The assembly of claim 28 and wherein:

the fasteners for fixing said devices together include

inter-engaging screw threads on said devices.

31. The assembly of claim 30 wherein: 2o

said inter-engaging threads include a nut having an axis

and curved bearing surface thereon engaging said

attachment device around said axis while fixing said

devices together, independent of the degree of angula-

tion between the attachment device and the fusion 25

device.

32. The assembly of claim 28 and wherein:

the fusion device has a domed portion at the outer end
with an outwardly-facing bearing surface thereon; and

the attachment device has an inwardly-facing bearing

surface thereon engaging the bearing surface of the

domed portion of the fusion device.

33. The assembly of claim 32 and wherein:

the fusion device has a threaded stem on one of said ends;

the attachment device is elongate and has an aperture

therein receiving the stem through the aperture; and

a nut threaded on the stem engages the attachment device

and connects the attachment device to the fusion

device, the aperture being large enough to enable

movement of the attachment device on the domed
portion to various positions wherein the stem is at

various distances from edges of said aperture.

34. The assembly of claim 33 and wherein:

said attachment device has an outwardly facing domed
bearing surface engaged by an inwardly facing concave

bearing surface on said nut.

35. The assembly of claim 34 and wherein:

the fusion device is an apcrtured bone cage, and has a tool

receiver in the stem to enable preventing rotation of the

cage when the nut is rotated on the stem.

36. The assembly of claim 35 and wherein:

the attachment device is a plate having pivot surface

thereon with a pivot axis transverse to the elongate

dimension of the plate for reception and pivoting on a

plate holder installation tool assembly.
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